ACROSS
1. Help badly?
5. Metric prefix
9. Forest growth
13. Dull learning method
14. Barksdale organization's head
15. Create intaglio
16. "Walking in Memphis" singer Marc
17. Mar a little
18. Stat starter?
19. White–hot
22. One way to fry
24. Ties up and forces to listen to Justin Bieber, perhaps
25. No longer practicing
27. "Sistas" channel
28. Possible answer to "Où êtes-vous?"
29. Prepared a sub?
35. React to a brushback, perhaps
37. Wearer of an iconic white bikini
38. Intake stat
39. There are just over 2.5 in an inch
40. Big name in big–band jazz
42. How kumquats are eaten
47. Aire–y English city?
48. Player of Tippi Hedren in "The Girl"
50. Star of 20 seasons of SVU
51. Bodybuilder's pride
52. Paycheck abbr.
55. Historian ___ Irvin Painter
56. Some saisons
57. English pie components
58. Lover of Steele
59. Pause on a staff
60. It might go in a SASE

DOWN
1. Part of a fermata
2. King ___ (foe of Mario)
3. Like injera
4. Love sport?
5. Hannah Höch's movement
6. Couchword Tournament, for one
7. Co–op alternative
8. Try for some Labradoodles
9. He puns, "You shall find me a grave man" just before dying
10. & ___ Stories (fashion chain)
11. Environment
12. New puppy's need
13. Hot Priest et al.
14. Brook no opposition
15. Patronymic for Lenin
16. Footballer ___ Novo
17. Moniker for Natty Bumppo
18. Joint or jacket
19. Not clean
20. Using more honey than vinegar
21. One in charge of "Us"
22. Express what's within
23. Netherlands features
24. To avoid the risk of
25. Mid–2nd–century year
26. Marvel villain whose alter ego is Cleo Nefertiti
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